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Flow Blue Small Bowls - Glazed  
 
(Box 1) 
  
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque shards     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
    
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
Most of the flow blue bowls have the same basic, cut sponged, border of what looks like 
inverted Christmas trees, with rams horns at the foot of each tree. The only border that is 
different, a large sponged flower, has been illustrated on (page 3 illus 2). Stylized 
sponged Dogs of Fo on the base are very common (illus1a). A similar bisque bowl base 
with a sponged, stylized Chinese Dog of Fo was recovered from the Verreville kiln site 
(Haggarty 2007 Folders White Earthenware – Flow Blue: Word File 21 p3 illus 267),  
A large number of bowls with the inverted Christmas tree pattern has been published 
from excavations at the Verreville kiln site (Kelly 2005, 60 illus 190 & Haggarty 2007, 
Folders White Earthenware – Flow Blue: Word File 21 pages 4-6 illus 268- 272).  
 
(No 1) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowl 7   G. 39  120-140mm  +   60-100 mm    Yes  1a, b &c 
 
Thirty nine white earthenware 
shards with two threes, and three 
twos conjoining, are from at least 
seven bowls: all are decorated with 
deep flow blue cut sponging and 
Dog of Fo sponged back stamps 
(illus 1a).  The majority of the 
Verreville flow blue bowls have the 
same basic, cut sponged, border of 
what looks like inverted Christmas 
trees with rams’ horns at the foot of 
each tree (illus 1b): on the interiors 
we have the same rams’ horns and 
small trees (illus 1c). Only a few 
shards illustrated. 
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(Illus 1b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Illus 1c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 2) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowl 1     G. 2      140 mm    +              2 
 
Two white earthenware rim 
shards from a bowl 
decorated with a large, 
horizontal, stylized flow 
blue flower. The interior is 
decorated with the same 
small flow blue Christmas 
trees as (illus 1 above).   
 
 
 
 
1 
 
Flow Blue Plates & Dishes – Glazed  
 
(Box 1) 
  
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque shards     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
    
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 The flow blue plates and dishes all have the same basic, cut sponged canters (illus 3a) and 
border (illus 3 b). All the plates have stylized sponged Dogs of Fo on the bases (illus 3c).  
Similar sponged plates were recovered from the Verreville kiln site (Haggarty 2007, Folders 
White Earthenware – Flow Blue: Word File 26 p 3& 4 illus 249-251 & Kelly 2005, p 61 
illus 191). 
 
(No 3) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia      Marked Illus 
   BL 95  Plates - Dishes     G. 110   47. mm          220 - 240 mm      Yes 3a b & c 
 
One hundred and ten glazed 
white earthenware shards 
with only six, four and five 
two’s conjoining, from a 
large number of shallow 
dishes and plates. All have 
cut sponge flow blue 
decoration. The interiors have 
two small central circles and 
four arms in the shape of a 
cross, and what could be 
stylized tulips (illus 3a). The 
borders have been sponged 
with a repeating band (illus 
3b), while the bases have 
sponged, stylized, Dogs of Fo 
(illus 3c).  
Only a few shards illustrated. 
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(Illus 3b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(illus 3c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 4) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia      Marked Illus 
   BL 95  Plates - Dishes       G.18                     240 -  mm             4  
 
Eighteen glazed white earthenware shards 
from plates or dishes, with three pairs 
conjoining. In this group of shards all the 
border sponging is anti-clockwise. Three 
shards  illustrated. 
Flow BlueLarge Bowls– Glazed  
 
(Box 1) 
  
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque shards     
G.                Glazed shards  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
    
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
The large flow blue bowls all have the same basic cut sponged centres and border as seen on 
the plates and dishes. Similar sponged bowls were recovered from the Verreville kiln site 
(Haggarty 2007, Folders White Earthenware – Flow Blue: Word File 22 illus 254-259 & 
Kelly 2005, p 61 illus 191). 
 
 
 (No 5) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowl. L    G. 19     295 mm     +      150mm    Yes       5 
 
Nineteen, white 
earthenware, glazed rim, 
body, and base shards 
with nine, and two two’s, 
conjoin. These are from a 
number of large bowls 
with inverted rims. All 
have been decorated with 
flow blue, cut sponge, 
designs of what seem to 
be inverted Christmas 
trees with rams’ horns at 
the foot of each tree. The 
borders have been 
sponged with a repeating 
band. The base shards 
have traces of a sponged, 
stylized, Dog of Fo.  
Only a few shards illustrated. 
 
 
  
1 
 
Flow Blue Plates & Dishes – Glazed  
 
(Box 1) 
  
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque shards     
G.                Glazed shards  
P.                 Profile 
L.                 Large 
S.                 Small 
    
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 (No 6) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95   Saucers. P    G. 25 30 mm     125 mm     +     105 mm       No  6 
 
Twenty five shards from 
glazed white earthenware 
saucers with three, and two, 
conjoining. The shards are 
decorated with flow blue cut 
sponging in what appear to 
be inverted Christmas trees 
with rams’ horns at the foot 
of each tree. 
 1
Sponged Printed: One colour 
 
(Box 1) 
  
KEY 
 
B.       Bisque sherds     
G.                Glazed shards 
P.                Profile  
L.                Large 
S.                 Small 
    
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 7) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G. 1         120 mm  +       No        7 
 
One thick glazed white earthenware rim 
shard from a hemispherical bowl 
decorated with a band of cut sponging in 
red.  
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 (No 8) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowl   G. 2         158 mm  +       No        8 
 
Two thick glazed white earthenware 
rim shards from a hemispherical 
bowl decorated with a band of cut 
sponging in blue. The sponging sits 
between two vertical hand-painted 
bands also in blue. .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 9) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Mug   G. 2          85 mm    +              No        9 
 
Two thinly potted 
white earthenware rim 
shards from a mug 
decorated with two 
different bands of 
light grey cut 
sponging. 
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 (No 10) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl   G. 1        148 mm    +       No        10 
 
One thick glazed white 
earthenware rim shard 
from a bowl decorated 
with a band of brown cut 
sponging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No11) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Mug   G. 2                         +   80  mm       No       11 
 
Two conjoining thick glazed white 
earthenware shard from the basal angle 
of a large mug decorated with a band of 
light grey cut sponging. There are also 
slight traces of a different central band 
in the same colour. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 12) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Bowl?   G.                       No        12 
 
One small thick white earthenware body shard decorated 
with a band of cut sponging in blue. 
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 (No13) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95 Bowl   G. 1                No        13 
 
One l thick white earthenware body shard 
decorated with a band of large cut sponging in 
blue 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 14) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95 Mug & Plate   G. 3     85 mm     +              No        14 
 
Three glazed white earthenware shards from mugs and a 
plate all decorated with a blue sponge decorated sheet 
like pattern. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 15) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G. 2                         +      70  mm       No       15 
 
Two conjoining shard forming the base of 
a glazed white earthenware bowl, with 
traces of red cut sponging on its body 
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 (No 16) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Dishes   G. 8      238 mm     +             No        16 
 
Eight glazed white 
earthenware shards from 
dishes decorated with 
what is known as the cut 
sponge, Grecian design. 
A number of Grecian 
shards have been 
published from 
excavations carried out 
at the Verreville kiln site 
(Haggarty 2007, Folder 
White Earthenware 
Word File 64), but these 
do not match with the 
shards published here.   
 
 
 
 
 
 (No17) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95  Saucers. P   G. 3             mm     +              No        17 
 
Three glazed white earthenware 
shards from a saucer or saucers 
decorated with two thinly 
painted bands one on the rim and 
a red central cut sponge design.  
 1
Sponged Printed Two Colours 
 
 (Box 1)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(No 18) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Mug   G. 1       95 mm      +       No        18 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a mug 
decorated with a blue cut sponge border. Below this 
on the body is part of two light grey cut sponge leafs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 19) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95 Mug   G. 1      100 mm     +       No      19 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a mug 
decorated with a blue cut sponge border. Below this on 
the body is a light grey cut sponge band of small 
stylized flowers and leaves. . 
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(No 20) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95 Mug. P   G. 10  110 mm        95 mm   +     95 mm       No    20 
 
Ten glazed white earthenware 
shards of which three and five 
combine from a mug decorated 
with two blue cut sponge bands one 
above its base and one below its 
rim. On the body is a band of light 
grey cut sponge leaves and flowers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 21) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl. P   G. 1   64 mm      125 mm   +      70 mm       No     21 
 
One large glazed white earthenware bowl 
profile, decorated with two fine red bands 
between which there is a band of cut 
sponging in a light grey.    
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(No 22) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G. 2      170 mm      +       No     22 
 
Two glazed white earthenware rim shards 
from a bowl decorated with a blue cut 
sponge border. Below this on the body is a 
band of large green cut sponge leafs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 23) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G. 2       170 mm    +       No    23 
 
Two glazed white earthenware rim shards 
from a bowl decorated with two fine red 
bands between which there is a band of 
black cut sponging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 24) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl. S   G. 1        75 mm     +       No      24 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a small moulded 
bowl/cup? Decorated with two fine red bands between which 
there is a band of black cut sponging. This is from another 
sponge but is similar to (illus 23) above. 
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(No 25) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G.                          +       No      25 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a bowl 
decorated with a band of brown cut sponging. Traces of 
red cut sponging below this on its body. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 26) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G. 1                         +       No     26 
 
One thick glazed white earthenware rim shard from a 
bowl decorated with brown and blue cut sponging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 27) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G. 1        100 mm   +       No      27 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a bowl 
decorated with blue and red cut sponging. 
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(No 28) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl   G. 1                         +       No     28 
 
One glazed white earthenware body shard from a bowl 
decorated with brown and red cut sponging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 29) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Saucer   G. 2                         +       No    29 
 
Two glazed white earthenware rim shards from a 
saucer decorated with two fine red bands between 
which there is a band of grey cut sponging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 30) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Saucer   G. 5      145 mm      +       No    30 
 
Three glazed white earthenware 
rim shards from a saucer 
decorated with a fine red band of 
blue on it rim below which is a 
band of grey cut sponging 
interspersed with small blue cut 
sponge stylized flowers.  
 
 1
Sponged Printed: Three Colours 
 
 (Box 1)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(No 31) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl   G. 1     c.  170 mm +       No        31 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a 
hemispherical bowl decorated with two brown lines 
between which is a band of brown cut sponging. Below 
this on the body is band of green and brown leaves and 
blue stylized cut sponged flowers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 32) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Saucer   G. 2      170 mm     +       No        32 
 
Two small glazed white earthenware 
rim shards from a saucer decorated 
with two fine red bands between 
which there is a band of green cut 
sponged leaves and small light grey 
stylized flowers. 
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(No 33) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Cup   G. 2       100 mm    +       No        33 
 
Two small glazed white earthenware rim 
shards from a cup decorated with two fine 
red bands between which there is a band of 
green cut sponged green leaves, small dark 
mauve stylized flowers and red heart 
shapes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 34) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl   G. 1       140 mm    +       No        34 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard 
from a bowl decorated with two red lines 
between which is a band of black cut 
sponging over which there is a broad band 
of yellow painting..  
 
 1
Sponged Printed: Three Colours 
 
 (Box 1)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 35) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl   G. 1       +       No        35 
 
One thick glazed shard from a 
moulded bowl decorated in its 
panels with green and red cut 
sponging. The moulding is in the 
form of bamboo   
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(No 36) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl   G. 1        160 mm   +       No        36 
 
One rim shard from a thick 
glazed moulded bowl 
decorated in its panels with 
green and red cut sponging. 
The moulding is in the form 
of bamboo and there is a 
painted red band on its rim.  
 
 
 
 
 
 1
Banded: Single Colourd 
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
(No 37) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95   Saucers. P   G. 5      140 mm     +      100 mm       No        37 
 
Five thick glazed white earthenware 
shards from saucer decorated on their 
rims with four very thin painted bands 
of blue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 38) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95  Saucer. P   G. 1      160 mm     +      80 mm       No        38 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim 
shard from saucer decorated on with 
two painted bands of blue one on its 
rim.  
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(No 39) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Saucer   G. 1      160 mm     +      80 mm       No        39 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from saucer decorated 
on with two painted bands of red on its rim. One thick and one 
thin as the cup (illus 40) below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 40) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Cup   G. 1      80  mm      +             No        40 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a cup decorated 
on with two painted bands of red on its rim. One thick and one 
thin as saucer (illus 39) above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 41) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Plate. P   G. 5      180 mm     +       No        41 
 
Five glazed white earthenware rim 
shards of which two join from a plate 
decorated with three finely painted 
bands of red on its rim.  
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(No 42) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowl   G. 6      160 mm     +             No        42 
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard 
from a hemispherical bowl decorated 
with four finely painted bands of red on 
its exterior rim and one on its interior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 43) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95 Pedestal vase?   G. 6                      80 mm       No        43 
 
One very thick glazed white earthenware shard 
from the base of a Pedestal vessel decorated with 
a single finely painted band of red on its exterior. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
Banded & Crested  
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(No 44) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Plates  G. 40  30 mm    2 00 to 240   +    92 mm       Yes    44    
 
Forty glazed white 
earthenware shards of 
which four, two threes 
and six pairs conjoin 
from a number of plates 
in different sizes. The 
plate are all decorated 
with three painted red 
bands on their rims and 
all have red transfer 
printed crests of a 
crown above a garter 
enclosing a crowned 
lion rampant holding an 
orb or globe. One of the 
shards has an impressed 
mark which is indistinct 
and four impressed 
letters 12 over 9? 
1 
 
Chevron & Flower  
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile                 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
A large number of shards both bisque and glazed with this design which I have named 
Chevron and Flower were recovered during excavations on the both the site of the Verreville 
pottery and from a nearby dump at Lancefield Quay (Haggarty 2007, Folder White 
Earthenware – Word File Transfer Prints 108 illus 555-6: Haggarty 2007 Word File 18 
illus 67-8).    
 
(No 45) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Cup  G. 1                   No    45    
 
One glazed white earthenware rim shard from a bell 
shaped cup decorated on both surfaces below the rim 
with a blue and white transfer print. See text above.  
1 
 
Syria 
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
A large number of shards both bisque and glazed with this design which I have named 
Chevron and Flower were recovered during excavations on the both the site of the Verreville 
pottery 368-79: Haggarty 2007 Word File 23 illus 74-5 Kelly 2005, 90 fig 283a) and from a 
nearby dump at Lancefield Quay (Haggarty 2007, Folder White Earthenware – Word File 
97 Transfer Prints illus  
 
(No 46) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Ashets  G. 2                   46    
 
Two glazed white 
earthenware rim shards 
from ashets decorated 
with brown transfer 
prints of the common 
Syria pattern    
1 
 
Unknown 
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                           Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(No 47) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Plates. P  G. 26                  No    47    
 
Twenty six 
glazed white 
earthenware 
shards (mostly 
rims) from plates 
decorated with 
brown floral 
transfer prints. 
Almost certainly 
this is a variation 
of the common 
Asiatic Pheasant 
pattern.  
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(No 48) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Cup  G. 4                 No    48    
 
Four conjuring glazed white earthenware 
shards from a bell shaped cup decorated on 
both surfaces below the rims with steel blue 
floral transfer prints. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 49) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Cover  G. 1                 No    49    
 
One white glazed white 
earthenware shard from a 
tureen cover decorated with 
a blue and white floral 
transfer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
(No 50) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Plates  G. 10                 No    50   
 
Ten glazed white 
earthenware shards 
from a wavy edge 
plate or plates 
decorated with a very 
pale blue and white 
floral design. Almost 
certainly this is a 
variation of the 
common Asiatic 
Pheasant pattern.  
 
 
 
 
1 
 
Royal 
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
This impressed Royal mark is on a plate with a blue and white transfer print which is a 
variation of the very common “Two Temples pattern” This is completely different from the 
patterns previously registered for (Royal) (Kelly 1988, 61:  Haggarty 2007, Folder 
Earthenware White, Word File 94).    
 
 
(No 51) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Plate   G. 1         Yes   51 
 
One glazed white earthenware shard from a plate 
decorated with a blue and white transfer print. See text 
above 
 
 
1 
 
Chinoiserie 
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque            
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(No 52) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Mixed  G. 18                   No   32 
 
Eighteen glazed white 
earthenware shards from 
a number of vessels all 
decorated with blue and 
white transfer printing. A 
number of patterns are 
represented including 
Standard Willow and 
Two Temples.  
1 
 
Brown Dipped StonewareJars 
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(No 53) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Crock  G. 1                   No  53 
 
One glazed body shards from a 
stoneware crock dipped brown on 
its exterior.  
Impressed “E & R TAY[LOR] /  
10 STIRLING STRE[EET] 
GLASGOW. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 54) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Jar  G. 3            110 mm   +       No  54 
 
Three conjuring glazed shards from the rim and 
shoulder of a two or three pound, brown, dipped 
stoneware jam pot.  
1 
 
White Stoneware Jars 
 
 (Box 2)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
The patent for these once fired white stoneware jam jars was taken out in 1882, by Dr. 
Affleck Gray of the Midlothian pottery, Portobello.  
 
 
(No 55) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Jars. P  G. 23  90 mm        85 mm      +       85 mm      No    55 
 
Twenty three white stoneware 
shards of which two and three 
conjoin from a number of small 
straight sided jars. Only two 
shards illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 56) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Jars  G. 2         c.   85 mm   +             No    56 
 
Two glazed rim shards from what is almost certainly 
two white stoneware one pound jam pots 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
(No 57) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Jar  G. 1         c.   85 mm   +             No    57 
 
One glazed white basal angle stoneware shard 
with the letters POR [TOBELLO] impressed 
on it base. This jar was almost certainly 
produced by Dr. Affleck Gray at the 
Midlothian pottery in Portobello.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 58) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Jars  G. 2         c.   85 mm   +             No   58 
 
Two conjoining white basal angle 
stoneware shard with the letters 
GRAY PO [R TOBELLO]  
AVERAG [E] impressed on it base. 
This jar was almost certainly 
produced by Dr. Affleck Gray at 
the Midlothian pottery in 
Portobello 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
1 
 
White Earthenware Bisque: Bowls 
 
 (Box 3)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(No 59) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls. P  B. 2           220 mm    +       110 mm      No    
Two bisque white earthenware bisque shards which conjoin to form the complete profile of a 
bowl decorated with traces of hand painting in green and black. Not illustrated. 
 
(No 60) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 6                            +       115 mm      No    
Six bisque white earthenware bisque shards of which four and two conjoin from two bowls. 
Both bowls have slight traces of decoration in the form of banding. Not illustrated. 
 
(No 61) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 2                            +       100mm      No    
Two bisque white earthenware base shards from two bowls, not illustrated 
 
(No 62) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 1                            +       128mm      No    
One large bisque white earthenware base shard from a bowl, not illustrated 
 
(No 63) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 5                            +       90 mm      No    
Five bisque white earthenware base shards from five bowl, not illustrated 
 
(No 64) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 7                            +       70 mm      No    
Seven bisque white earthenware base shards from seven bowl, not illustrated 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
(No 65) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 8                            +       60 mm      No    
Eight bisque white earthenware base shards of which two conjoin from a number of bowls 
not illustrated 
 
(No 66) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 8           130 mm    +             No    
Eight bisque white earthenware rim shards from a number of bowls not illustrated 
 
(No 67) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 4           190 mm    +             No    
Four bisque white earthenware rim shards from a number of bowls not illustrated 
 
(No 68) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 7           167 mm    +             No    
Seven bisque white earthenware rim shards from a number of bowls not illustrated 
 
(No 69) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 1           127 mm    +             No    
One bisque white earthenware rim shard from a bowls not illustrated 
 
(No 70) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 1           210 mm    +             No    
One bisque white earthenware rim shard from a bowls not illustrated 
 
(No 71) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 3          180 mm    +             No    
Three bisque white earthenware rim shards from bowls not illustrated 
 
(No 72) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 3          155 mm    +             No    
Seven bisque white earthenware rim shards from a number of bowls, two of which have 
traces of cut sponge decoration, not illustrated 
 
(No 73) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 3          150 mm    +             No    
Six bisque white earthenware rim shards from bowls, two of which have traces of cut sponge 
decoration, not illustrated 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
(No 74) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Bowls  B. 162                No    
One hundred and sixty two bisque white earthenware body shards from bowls, not illustrated 
 
 
 
1 
 
White Earthenware Bisque: Plates. 
 
 (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 (No 75) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Plates  B. 5   27 mm 250- 290 mm +         No    
Five bisque white earthenware shards of which two conjoin from plates with no footrim, not 
illustrated. 
 
(No 76) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Plates  B. 38   27 mm 230 -250 mm  +   c. 150 mm      No    
Thirty eight bisque white earthenware shards from plates with a footrim, not illustrated. 
 
(No 76a) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Plates  B. 20    230  250 mm  +   c. 150 mm      No    
Twenty bisque white earthenware shards from plates with a footrim, not illustrated. 
 
(No 77) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Plates  B. 62        No    
Sixty two bisque white earthenware shards almost certainly from plates, not illustrated. 
 
1 
 
White Earthenware: Bisque Cups & Saucers 
 
 (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
(No 78) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Saucers    B. 9   30 mm         145 mm   +      No  
Nine bisque white earthenware shards of which six conjoin from saucers, not illustrated 
.  
(No 79) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Saucers    B. 6   24 mm   C.  170-180  mm    +      No  
Six bisque white earthenware shards from saucer, not illustrated 
.  
(No 80) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Cups    B. 29          85 mm      +      No  
Twenty nine bisque white earthenware shards from cups, not illustrated 
 
(No 81) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Cups    B.1                             +     50 mm      No  
One bisque white earthenware shard from cup, not illustrated 
 
(No 82) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Cups    B. 16                             +     47 mm      No  
Sixteen bisque white earthenware base shards from cups, not illustrated 
 
(No 83) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Cups    B. 21                             +     45 mm      No  
Twenty one bisque white earthenware base shards from cups, not illustrated 
 
(No 84) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Cups    B. 3         95 mm        +           No  
Three bisque white earthenware rim shards from cups, not illustrated 
2 
 
(No 85) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95      Cups    B. 17   108 mm       85 mm        +   45 mm        No  59 
 
Seventeen bisque white earthenware 
shards from cups. Two of the shards 
conjoin to give a complete profile. 
 
 
 
1 
 
White Earthenware: Moulded Wares. 
 
 (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 86) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowls. P  B. 5   75 mm     130 mm     +      85 mm      No   60 
 
Five bisque white earthenware 
shards from bowls moulded 
with large vertical 
overlapping leaves below a 
thick plain border: Only one 
shard illustrated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
(No 87) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowls. P  B. 8   98 mm      165 mm    +     90 mm      No   61 
 
Eight badly stained bisque white earthenware shards of which five conjoin from a number of 
bowls all moulded with vertical bamboo like staves, interspersed with what is probably three 
oval moulded reserves, all below a narrow plain border: Six shards illustrated 
 
 
(No 88) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95    Cups  B. 18           85 mm      +              No   62 
 
Eighteen bisque white 
earthenware rim and 
body shards from cups 
decorated with a band 
of complex moulding 
below their rims. The 
moulding consists of 
Rococo scrolls 
interspersed with 
alternating single and 
triple striations. Some 
of the shards stained so 
only two illustrated. 
For a saucer shard with 
this moulding, see (No 89, illus 63) below  
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(No 89) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95   Saucer  B. 1         125 mm     +              No   63 
 
One bisque white earthenware rim 
shard from a saucer moulded with 
the same design as the cup shards 
illustrated above (No 88, illus 62).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 90) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95   Saucer. P  B. 1    22 mm    150 mm       +              No   64 
 
One bisque white earthenware rim 
shard from a saucer moulded with a 
design consisting of two horizontal 
steps between which there is a bind 
of radial fluting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 91) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95   Plates. P  B. 5    22 mm     150 mm      +              No   65 
 
Five bisque white earthenware rim 
shards from moulded dinner plates 
with wavy borders:  The moulding 
consists of radial Rococo scrolls 
forming a number of reserves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
(No 92) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95   Childs Plate  B. 1         175 mm   +              No   66 
 
One small bisque white 
moulded earthenware rim shard 
from a Childs plate.  A number 
of shards with this moulded 
design were recovered from the 
excavations carried out at the 
Verreville pottery (Haggarty 
2007, Folders Earthenware’s 
white and Childs Plates, Word 
File 18 illus 393-399 + B & C).  
 
 
(No 93) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95          Cup    B. 1                         +              No   67 
 
One small bisque moulded white earthenware handle shard from a 
cup.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 94) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95         Jug    B. 2                         +              No   68 
 
Two bisque white earthenware shards from the 
rim, neck and shoulder of large jug or jugs: The 
jug has high neck which is decorated with a band 
of vertical flutes.  
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White Earthenware: Moulded Wares. 
 
 (Box 4)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 
 (No 95) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95    Jardinière    B. 2      240 mm      +     140 mm      No    
Two bisque white earthenware shards, one rim and one base from a jardinière. Not illustrated 
 
(No 96) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia  +   Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95  Chamber Pot        B. 1            No    
One small bisque white earthenware rim shard from a chamber pot: Not illustrated 
 
No 97) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowls. L    B. 5      290 mm      +      No   
Five bisque white earthenware shard of which two conjoin from large bowls. Not illustrated 
 
(No 98) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Bowl  B. 1                          +    130 mm      No    
One bisque white earthenware basal angle shard from what is probably a shallow bowl. Not 
illustrated 
 
(No 99) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95     Mugs  B. 7      80 mm        +    80 mm      No    
Seven bisque white earthenware shards of which three and two conjoin, from a mug or mugs. 
Not illustrated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
(No 100) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95 Pedestal Cup?  B. 2                       +          No   69 
 
Two thick conjoining bisque 
white earthenware shards from 
what may be a pedestal cup. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
White Earthenware: Glazed  
 
 (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
 (No 101) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl  G. 2                             +     113 mm     Yes   70 
 
Two conjoining glazed white 
earthenware shards from the base of 
a bowl impressed on its base with (7 
1/2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 102) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl  G. 2                             +     96  mm    No    
One glazed white earthenware shard from the bottom of a bowl, not illustrated 
 
(No 103) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Bowl  G. 15         150 mm      +     65  mm     No    
Fifteen glazed white earthenware rim, base and body shards from bowls, not illustrated 
 
2 
 
(No 104) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Jar. L   G. 2         150 mm      +     65  mm     No    
Two conjoining glazed white earthenware base shards from a large jar, not illustrated 
 
(No 105) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Pie dish   G. 3          335 mm     +          No    
Three glazed white earthenware b shards from a pie dish, not illustrated 
 
(No 106) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95   Chamber pot  G. 1      230  mm      +          No    
One glazed white earthenware rim shards from a chamber pot, not illustrated 
 
No 107) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Saucers  G. 12                        +          No    
Twelve glazed white earthenware shards from a number of different sized saucers all of 
which have traces of flow blue on their undersides, not illustrated  
 
(No 108) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Cups  G. 2                         +     50 mm     No    
Two glazed white earthenware shards from cup bases. Not illustrated  
 
(No 109) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Various  G. 41                         +          No    
Forty one glazed white earthenware shards from various flatware vessels probably including 
plate and saucers, not illustrated 
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White Earthenware: Hand Painted 
 
 (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
 
(No 110) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia   +   Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95       Plate  G. 1                      +          Yes 70 a & b 
 
One glazed white earthenware shard from a 
plate decorated with hand painting in red and 
green (illus 70 a). On the reverse is a 
backstamp in black (Trade Mark with a 
prancing horse and R, Cochrane & Co) (illus 
70 b). This design and mark can be paralleled 
exactly by a shard recovered from the 
archaeological excavation carried out at the 
site of the Verreville pottery (Haggarty 2007 
Folders White Earthenware & Hand Painted, 
Word File 31, p3 illus745a&b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
(No 111) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Saucers  G. 3                        +          No   71 
 
Three glazed white earthenware shards from a 
number of different sized saucers all of which 
have traces of flow blue on their undersides, 
and a single fine painted band on their upper 
surface. Two shards illustrated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 112) 
Site Code Vessel Type Shards Height Rim Dia     +     Base Dia Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Bowl. L  G. 1                        +          No   72 
 
One glazed white earthenware body 
shard from a bowl decorated with 
hand painting in green, red and dark 
blue. This design is almost certainly 
the same as the traces of hand painting 
which can be seen on two conjoining 
bisque shards from a large bowl with 
a rim diameter of 220 mm. This was 
catalogued in (Word File 18, p1 No 
59).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 
 
Kiln Furniture 
 
 (Box 5)   
 
KEY 
 
G   Glazed shard 
B                           Bisque 
P   Complete profile 
L                           Large 
S                            Small 
 
Photographs of complete vessels used for comparative purposes have been given identifiable letters 
beginning with ‘A’. 
 
 
Machine made spurs were patented by Charles Ford in 1846 
 
 
For a good overview of kiln furniture, see (Baker, D 1998 ‘Bits and Bobs – the development 
of Kiln furniture in the 18th century Staffordshire pottery industry’, English Ceramic Circle 
Transactions 16-3 (1998), 318-341. And for a good group of published 18th and 19th century 
Scottish kiln furniture see, (Haggarty, G 2006 ‘West Pans Pottery Resource Disk’ The 
Northern Ceramic Society Journal 22 (2005-6). Similar material from Glasgow has also been 
published (Haggarty, G 2006-7 ‘The Verreville pottery Glasgow: Ceramic Resource Disk’ 
The Northern Ceramic Society Journal 23 (2007). 
 
 
(No 113) 
Site Code Type Number Height      Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Spurs. S         9   C. 11mm C. 20 mm     Yes     73 
 
Nine small glazed machine made 
ceramic spurs all of which are 
impressed (C F above a 5). It is 
just possible that the (F may be 
an T), see text above, but I am 
not convinced. Example bottom 
left reversed.  
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(No 114) 
Site Code Type Number Height      Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Spurs. S         16   C. 13mm C. 22 mm    NO       74 
 
Sixteen small glazed machines made ceramic spurs. 
Example middle left reversed 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(No 115 ) 
Site Code Type Number Height      Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Spurs         3   C. 16mm C. 25 mm    NO      75 
 
Three glazed machines made ceramic spurs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (No 116) 
Site Code Type Number Height      Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Spur. L         1   C. 19mm C.  30mm    NO     76 
 
One large glazed machine made ceramic spur.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
 
******************************************************************** 
Hand-made spurs 
 
 
(No 117 ) 
Site Code Type Number Height      Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95        Spur. S         1   C. 13mm C.  14mm    NO      77 
 
One small or “hens taes” as they were know in Scotland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*************************************************************************** 
 
Hand Made Three Arm Stilts 
 
No complete example survived so only the ten fragment with two complete arms were 
retained, with seventy three small pieces being discarded   
 
 
(No 118) 
Site Code Type Number Height  Arm Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95   3 Arm Stilts         10        9 mm   C. 55 mm     No      78 
 
The 10 three arm stilts (one 
arm missing),  reported on 
here are composed of knife 
trimmed, square extruded 
lengths of clay, luted 
together while keeping all 
the sharp edges facing in the 
same direction on a vertical 
axis. All the arms, except 
one (c. 67mm) are (c. 55 
mm) long and (7 mm broad).  
 
 
 
 
**************************************************************** 
 
 
 
4 
 
Machine Made Three Arm Stilts 
 
Industrially moulded, machine made three-armed stilts have been recovered in large 
quantities during excavations at 19th-century ceramic production sites from all over Britain. 
They are thought to have been imported into Scotland from Staffordshire and often have the 
initial of the manufacturer moulded on them, for example (C F for Charles Ford of Hanley) 
who patented the die-pressing of kiln furniture in 1846 (Celoria, 1973 ‘Ceramic machinery of 
the 19th century in the Potteries and other parts of Britain’, Staffordshire Archaeology 2, 11-
48. These stilts also often have a number moulded onto them to denote their size, which 
varies in the length of the arms and the height of the contact points 
 
 
(No 119) 
Site Code Type Number Height  Arm Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95   3 Arm Stilts         83        Various   Various    Often      79 
 
Eighty three fragments 
of machine made stilts 
have been retained while 
one hundred and twenty 
seven small unmarked 
fragments were 
discarded.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No 9 –No maker but with the widest context points 
 
No 8- The largest examples, with an arm length of 53 mm have a moulded eight and (JW)  
 
No 7 – With an arm length of 45 mm, two examples marked with a (B&C)  
 
No 6 – Two styles both marked with a (JW) also some unmarked. An arm length of 45 mm 
 
No 5 - With an arm length of 35 mm, none marked. 
 
Group with no number and an arm length of 30 mm, 
 
 
 
************************************************************************** 
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Extruded V Shaped rods 
 
(No 120) 
Site Code Type Number Height      Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95        V  Rods        5        14 mm     148 mm    No      80 
 
Five sections of V shaped white 
extruded rods only one complete and 
148 mm long. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                          Interlocking Flatware Stackers  
 
 
(No 121) 
Site Code Type Number Height      Length Marked Illus 
   BL 95           Stackers        7        28 mm       Yes      81 
 
Seven white interlocking flatware 
Stackers all marked with two letters 
which looks like (IL)  
 
 
 
 
